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Moonheart Charles De Lint Charles de Lint is the much
beloved author of more than seventy adult, young
adult, and children's books. Renowned as one of the
trailblazers of the modern fantasy genre, he is the
recipient of the World Fantasy, Aurora, Sunburst, and
White Pine awards, among others. Moonheart by
Charles de Lint - Goodreads “Mr. de Lint's handling of
ancient folklore to weave into an entirely new pattern
has never, to my knowledge, been equalled.” ―Andre
Norton “For more than a decade, Charles de Lint has
enjoyed a reputation as one of the world's leading
fantasists, thanks largely to his enchanting 1984 novel
Moonheart.” ―Toronto Star Moonheart: de Lint,
Charles: 9780312890049: Amazon.com:
Books Moonheart is the award-winning novel that
propelled Charles de Lint to his status as a master of
urban fantasy. Unique to this Triskell Press edition is a
new afterword by de Lint reminiscing on the impact of
his seminal work. We are grateful to Charles Vess for
the use of his cover and interior
illustrations. Amazon.com: Moonheart eBook: de Lint,
Charles: Kindle Store Moonheart is an urban fantasy
novel by Charles de Lint. It takes place in 1980s
Ottawa, where Sara Kendell and Jamie Tamson, owners
of an antique store, come into possession of a peculiar
ring. At the same time Kieran Foy, a wizard of sorts, is
searching for his missing mentor, Thomas Hengwr,
while simultaneously eluding the newly formed Project
Mindreach from the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police. Moonheart - Wikipedia Charles de Lint Charles
de Lint pioneered the urban fantasy genre with
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critically acclaimed novels and stories set in and
around the imaginary modern North American city of
Newford: The Onion Girl, Moonheart, The Ivory and the
Horn, and the collection Moonlight and Vines, for which
he won the World Fantasy Award. Moonheart | Charles
de Lint | Macmillan Charles de Lint pioneered the urban
fantasy genre with critically acclaimed novels and
stories set in and around the imaginary modern North
American city of Newford: The Onion Girl, Moonheart,
The Ivory and the Horn, and the collection Moonlight
and Vines, for which he won the World Fantasy
Award. Moonheart by Charles de Lint, Paperback |
Barnes & Noble® Moonheart by Charles De Lint A copy
that has been read, but remains in clean condition. All
pages are intact, and the cover is intact. The spine may
show signs of wear. Pages can include limited notes
and highlighting, and the copy can include previous
owner inscriptions. At ThriftBooks, our motto is: Read
More, Spend Less. ... Moonheart by Charles De Lint
(1985, Mass Market) for sale ... Download Moonheart –
Charles de Lint. ebook. When Sara and Jamie
discovered the seemingly ordinary artifacts, they
sensed the pull of a dim and distant place. A world of
mists and forests, of ancient magics, mythical beings,
ageless bards…and restless evil. ... Moonheart Charles de Lint - Download Free ebook Charles de Lint
is Canadian writer with Dutch origins best known for his
urban fantasy novels. He was born in 1951 in the
Netherlands but immigrated to Canada with his family
when he was only four months old. Charles De Lint Book Series In Order Charles de Lint was born in 1951
in Bussum, the Netherlands, and his family emigrated
to Canada when he was four months old. He grew up in
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Canada, as well as overseas, but has lived in Ottawa
since he was eleven. In 1974 he met MaryAnn Harris,
and they married in 1980. They now live in
Ottawa. Charles de Lint - Wikipedia Moonheart is a
deeply drawn book in which the fantastical forces of
warmth and cold meet and fight, rather like opposing
elements or tides. De Lint's poetic prose focuses on
more than the simplistic battle between good and evil.
It investigates the emotional nature of evil and shows
how it can suborn the most powerful of
creatures. Charles de Lint: Moonheart: A Romance
(1984) Description Publisher: Pan Books ISBN 13:
9780330311106. Title: Moonheart Item Condition: used
item in a good condition. Author: Charles De Lint ISBN
10: 0330311107. All used books sold by Book Fountain
All new books sold by Book Fountain. Moonheart By
Charles De Lint. 9780330311106 | eBay All about
Moonheart by Charles de Lint. LibraryThing is a
cataloging and social networking site for
booklovers Moonheart by Charles de Lint |
LibraryThing Moonheart book by Charles de
Lint. Moonheart book by Charles de Lint While writing
Moonheart, I decided to make my own (rudimentary) ...
appeared in the U.S. in 1985, readers picked it up
expecting the usual de Lint novel. While Mulengro has
many of the elements that readers have come to
expect in my work, it also contains some very graphic
descriptions of violence which some readers found
disturbing. I can well ... Charles de Lint - FAQ - SF
Site Charles de Lint pioneered the urban fantasy genre
with critically acclaimed novels and stories set in and
around the imaginary modern North American city of
Newford: The Onion Girl, Moonheart, The Ivory and the
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Horn, and the collection Moonlight and Vines, for which
he won the World Fantasy Award. Moonheart
(Newford): Amazon.co.uk: De Lint, Charles ... From
ancient Wales to the streets of Ottawa today,
Moonheart entrances listeners with its tale of this world
and the other one at the very edge of sight. A tale of
music, motorcycles, and fey folk beyond the shadows
of the moon, Moonheart is pure magic. ©1984 Charles
de Lint (P)2008 Blackstone Audio, Inc. Moonheart by
Charles de Lint | Audiobook | Audible.com Editions for
Moonheart: 0312890044 (Paperback published in
1994), (Kindle Edition published in 2013), 0441537197
(Mass Market Paperback published in 1984... Editions
of Moonheart by Charles de Lint Goodreads Moonheart by Charles De Lint. Doherty
Associates, LLC, Tom, 1994. Paperback. Acceptable.
Disclaimer:A readable copy. All pages are intact, and
the cover is intact. Pages can include considerable
notes-in pen or highlighter-but the notes cannot
obscure the text. At ThriftBooks, our motto is: Read
More, Spend Less.Dust jacket quality is not
guaranteed....
If you're looking for an easy to use source of free books
online, Authorama definitely fits the bill. All of the
books offered here are classic, well-written literature,
easy to find and simple to read.

.
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for reader, later than you are hunting the moonheart
charles de lint heap to approach this day, this can be
your referred book. Yeah, even many books are
offered, this book can steal the reader heart so much.
The content and theme of this book in fact will touch
your heart. You can find more and more experience
and knowledge how the simulation is undergone. We
present here because it will be for that reason easy for
you to right of entry the internet service. As in this
extra era, much technology is sophistically offered by
connecting to the internet. No any problems to face,
just for this day, you can really keep in mind that the
book is the best book for you. We pay for the best here
to read. After deciding how your feeling will be, you
can enjoy to visit the associate and get the book. Why
we gift this book for you? We certain that this is what
you want to read. This the proper book for your reading
material this era recently. By finding this book here, it
proves that we always have the funds for you the
proper book that is needed amongst the society. Never
doubt once the PDF. Why? You will not know how this
book is actually in the past reading it until you finish.
Taking this book is with easy. Visit the associate
download that we have provided. You can atmosphere
consequently satisfied subsequent to inborn the
enthusiast of this online library. You can afterward
locate the other moonheart charles de lint
compilations from approximately the world. following
more, we here come up with the money for you not
solitary in this kind of PDF. We as pay for hundreds of
the books collections from archaic to the additional
updated book on the world. So, you may not be scared
to be left in back by knowing this book. Well, not
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deserted know practically the book, but know what the
moonheart charles de lint offers.
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